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McBride States Role of Student in World Today

Announces Purchase of Wright School And Property

Goodhart, September 30. "Students have the same responsibilities for the future of this nation as in any other war or peace is only the absence of war.

We are here today to talk about what it means to be a student in a war, and what it means to be a student in a world. We know that in many other places the struggle for survival is so great that the struggle for education is not possible.

But here, in this land of plenty, we have the opportunity to educate ourselves for the future. We have the opportunity to think about the world we want to live in, and to work towards making it a better place.

McBride States Role of Student in World Today

Dr. McBride, President of the College, pointed out that asking for a period of two weeks was premature. The schedule is only a tentative one, and may be changed at any time. The President emphasized the importance of the student support of "constructive proposals" now before us, such as the Marshall Plan.

In commenting on the position of students at the present time, President McBride pointed out that education is only one part of the work that must be done. "We are here today to talk about what it means to be a student in a war, and what it means to be a student in a world. We know that in many other places the struggle for survival is so great that the struggle for education is not possible.
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Opinion

Zurich Students Want to Return To German, Pastry, Skis, Fiances

By Melanie Hewitt, '50

The seven Bryn Mawr girls who are attending the University of Zurich in Switzerland hit around the German House more than all of the other student groups this spring because of the wonderful time they had and wishfully remembering the cafes and the pastry.

The university was a social center for the students because everywhere building where everyone went to college. With the help of my relations I gave the few lectures was invited for the American and the German students. After a lot of courses in German literature, the literature giving in German. The German Swiss were bewildered when 50 American girls appeared because the girls had apparently dared to go to the university. The group showed a lot of curiosity about the girls' motives but finally accepted them. The seven girls are Mauk's Group introduced by Jeanne Lutz, Elisabeth Cushing, Jean Huyssen, Luisa Bishop, Berenice Robinson, Jeanne Jeardke and Lulu Sheldon.

The students live individually in families so that they couldn't speak English some with full board and some eating at the time that for just. The fact that so many are very happy.

Ralph C. Banehe, of the U.S. Consulate, Dusseldorf, and the German University have been invited for the spring. Mrs. Tener, tutor and housemother and the other students who live with her are speaking at an evening meeting held by her committee instead. Also Herbert Essaya, Father Essaya, to Dr. W. 24, 1912.
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McBride announces in First Assembly
New Appointments, Returning Faculty

Continued from Page 1

Swartzman, Virginia H. Paul Scherer (Research Professor at the University of Berlin 1921-30, and Research at the University of Chicago 1935-39, Member of the New School for Social Research 1936-40, Visiting Professor at Columbia 1946-47),

There are many new faculty members coming to Bryn Mawr from other colleges; in the Psychology Department, an Associate Professor, Mrs. Evelyn Price (Caldwell Research Associate at the University of California 1930-47); in the Music Department, an Associate Professor, Mr. Robert Gondale (Assistant Professor of Music at Rollins College 1937-44, with absence on war service 1942-45); to the Slavonic Department, Assistant Professor; Mr. Manuel Alcolea, who has been a member of the Faculty of the University of Mexico. Other appointments include that of Miss Delight Tolles (Ph.D. Bryn Mawr 1920) as Lecturer in Greek, and that of Dr. Andrew Paul Lashinsk (Associate Professor of Philosophy at Princeton, as part time Lecturer in Psychology). These are many new instructors this year, in Biology, William E. Martin, B.S. (M. University of Texas), and Miss Phyllis Feather Parsons (Laboratory Instructor at the University of Pennsylvania Max 47), in Archaeology, for part-time, Miss Rebecca Cooper Wood (B. A. Bryn Mawr 1946, Curator of Photographs, Index of Christian Art, Princeton, 1945-47); in English, Miss Deborah S. Austin (A. B. Smith 1944, M. A. Columbia 1946); in French, Mr. Kermes Bradley Whitworth, Jr. (A. B. Oberlin 1947, M. A. Princeton 1947). Also coming to Bryn Mawr as instructors are; Mrs. Jean Steff Sung (A. B. and M. A. Bryn Mawr 1942 and 1944). In Mathematics, for part-time; Mr. Harry Gordon de Jpg (A. B. and M. McGill University 1942 and 1944) and M. in Psychology; for part-time; Mr. Charles Roberts Peavy (M. A. Chicago University in Social Economy, and Miss Cameron Pickles (M. A. Wellesley 1947) in Spanish.

President McBride welcomed Miss Janet Agnew, whose appointment as Head Librarian was announced last spring. Other staff appointments include that of Dr. Charles Branch as Consulting Psychologist, to be available to students every Wednesday and Thursday afternoons and by appointment. Mr. Brand was a printer and commander in the Navy and is now Director of the Institute of the Pennsylvania Hospital. Miss Emeline Louise Kilby (M. A. New York University 1947) comes as Instructor in Physical Education. Dr. William H. Reese, Director.

You Simply CANNOT Get Through the Day Without Tea at COLLEGE INN

"It's always for the girl in the Judy Bond!"

JUDY BOND BLUSHES ARE TOLD AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE

The plaster that's causing plenty of chatter in juke circles is "Skitch" and the latest instrumental- "Dancing With a Deb." Boy what a record!

"Skitch" and some of his sidemen leading over arrangements of "Dancing With a Deb."

"It's CAMELS with me!"

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!
People of Germany Eager for Education

"Most of the people here have seen the packing crowds that attend the lectures by Americans on speaking tours. The Military Government reports, he says, that they don't have a full staff to give adequate adult education, although forums are held to some extent. As it is, Dr. Wells was swamped with "extra-curricular" demands from groups, both German and American, participating in the re-education program. In the fusion process, the Germans are plain too eager to be part of the parties of Germany."

No Lost Generation

The response of the youth has been good, Dr. Wells adds. A large youth assistance program sponsored by the Army has been well received. The German youth are not the lost generation, says Dr. Wells, if we can give them some hope about the future that now eludes their youth.

Dr. Wells comments that he is glad to be back at Bryn Mawr. He realizes that the college is alive and will always be changing, but he finds no change in its keen, intellectual, and inquiring atmosphere. Dr. Wells is just returning to his position here after spending two years in Germany with the Civil Administration Division of the Office of Military Government (US) (August 1945-August 1947). Although his top headquarters were in Berlin, Dr. Wells traveled to the more remote areas of re-education.

The Undergraduate Association

The Undergraduate Board, in announcing the appointment of Nancy Greenealt, M:1wr's Assistant, states: "Our polices were transferred from another institution, the Undergraduate Association. The vote was 319 to 13."

The Student Union will open on Monday, October 30, from 2 to 6. Come join in a discussion of the year's activities, and meet Mr. Rockwell, the instructor. Refreshments will be served.

McBride Expresses Hope for Progress

Dr. McBride expressed hope for progress in New Year, urging added drive effort. Compared from June 1, 1945, to June 1, 1946, there has been a great amount of work done but there is a great amount of work yet to do," the President stated.

President McBride mentioned with regret the recent death of Mr. T. Ringdell Stickney, "Member of the Board of Trustees since 1919. Mr. Stickney had been interested in the College. He followed its progress with close attention."

 Throne ready to be called upon for service and bringing to Bryn Mawr's council as to some of many other organizations both group and wide experience.

McBride Announces Changes in Faculty

Continued from Page 1

Changes in Faculty

of Foreign Languages, will take a joint appointment at Haverford and Bryn Mawr to conduct the orchestra and ensemble course.

McBride and Marshall College, and conductor of the Haverford Glee Club, takes a joint appointment at Haverford and Bryn Mawr to conduct the orchestra and ensemble course.


in all three areas as Consultant and Deputy Director for Zonal Affairs.

McBride and Marshall College, and conductor of the Haverford Glee Club, takes a joint appointment at Haverford and Bryn Mawr to conduct the orchestra and ensemble course.

Varsity Players

As a result of the college pool taken last spring, the Varsity Players will be transferred from the League to the Undergraduate Association. The vote was 319 to 13.

Art Studio

The Art Studio will open on Monday, October 30, from 2 to 6. Come join in a discussion of the year's activities, and meet Mr. Rockwell, the instructor. Refreshments will be served.

Rumpus Room

The Undergraduate Board takes pleasure in announcing the appointment of Nancy Greenealt, M:1wr's Assistant, "Member of the Board of Trustees since 1919. Mr. Stickney had been interested in the College. He followed its progress with close attention."
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